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ABSTRACT 

Light is important when it's dark. That's why we need the light especially cars 

when use at night. Faulty headlamp car may cause serious accident. Accidents are usually 

caused by the driver that didn't notice about broken car headlamp. Traffic accidents are 

something that we frequently hear in news and rumors these days. Most of the accidents 

happen during night time or in dark places like in the tunnel. We did a little research that 

most of the cars that involve in accidents during night times are caused by faulty headlamp. 

Faulty headlamps are not that hard to detect actually but when you in the car driving, it's 

almost impossible to notice if the headlamp is fully function or not. Our project is to create 

a device called "car headlamp faulty sensor". This device detect broken or faulty headlamp. 

This device will be created to help the driver notice if the car headlamp if fully functional 

or not. In this project, we propose to build faulty car headlamp sensor that can detect the 

broken lamp of cars. To identify faulty car headlamp, we have the sensor that are placed in 

each of the car headlamps. When the car headlamp not functional, the sensor will produce 

the output on the meter in the car. For this project, we use the LED as the output. When 

there is faulty at the headlamp, the LED, LCD Display and buzzer will function to tell the 

driver that the headlamp is broken. Then, the driver should not driving the broken 

headlamp car for the safety. 
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